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Country of Origin Labelling y g g
(COOL)

The laws concerning corn may everywhere be 
compared to the laws concerning religion. The people 
feel themselves so much interested in what relatesfeel themselves so much interested in what relates 
either to their subsistence in this life, or to their 
happiness in a life to come, that government must yield 
to their prejudices, and, in order to preserve the public 
tranquillity, establish that system which they approve 
of. It is upon this account, perhaps, that we so seldom p , p p ,
find a reasonable system established with regard to 
either of those two capital objects [emphasis added]

A S i 1 6Adam Smith, 1776



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
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Protectionists NEVER go away:
They are resourcefulThey are resourceful
They always try to have their vested 
i t t l k d i th i f b fitiinterests cloaked in the guise of benefiting 
the public
It is never “free trade” but managed trade 
with rules – and protectionists are adept at 
exploiting the rules to their advantage  



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
(COOL)

• In the 2002 US Farm Bill there was a provision for• In the 2002 US Farm Bill there was a provision for 
the mandatory Country of Origin Labelling of 
some products - beef, lamb, pork, seafood, p p
vegetables, peanuts.

• Took until 2009 to come into force – expanded to 
hi k d t tcover chicken and goat meat.

• Applies to both domestic and foreign products
• Applies to products sold in supermarkets• Applies to products sold in supermarkets
• In meat it applies to both muscle cuts and ground 

productproduct
• US supermarkets must be able to verify their labels



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
(COOL)

• In the case of meat products the animal must be born, 
raised and processed in the US to qualify as a ‘Product of 
the United States’the United States

• Animals from mixed origin supply chains must be labelled 
as such

• Products from mixed origin supply chains will have to be 
segregated from Products of the United States

i i i d b ‘ d ’ d• Foreign origin product must be ‘near consumer ready’ and 
can be labelled without verification back from the 
exporter’s plant gate (e.g. Product of Canada).p p g ( g )



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
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• In the case of meat - 4 labelling categories
a) USA Origin) g
b) Multiple Countries of Origin
c) Imported for Immediate Slaughterc) Imported for Immediate Slaughter
d) Meat from Foreign Sources
USA O i i f i l l i l• USA Origin - from animals exclusively 
born, raised, and slaughtered in the United 
St tStates



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
(COOL)

Multiple Countries of Origin - If an animal 
was born, raised, and/or slaughtered in the , , g
United States and was not imported for 
immediate slaughter may be designated as g y g
Product of the United States, Country X, 
and/or Country Y where Country X and y y
Country Y represent the actual or possible 
countries of foreign origin.g g



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
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Imported for Immediate Slaughter - If an animal 
was imported into the United States for immediate 
slaughter (with in 14 days) the resulting meatslaughter (with in 14 days) the resulting meat 
products derived from that animal shall be 
designated as Product of Country X and thedesignated as Product of Country X and the 
United States.
2009 regulations (the Final Rule) allows the mixing g ( ) g
of Multiple Countries of Origin and Imported for 
Immediate Slaughter and the use of either label.
Ground beef allows “may contain” type labelling.



Country of Origin Labelling y g g
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• Justified on the basis of ‘Consumer’s Right to 
Know’

• Lobbied for by some US producer groups - for 
livestock, producers in the northern plains

• Tacked onto the US 2002 Farm Bill by a few 
powerful Senators from great plains and midwest 
St tStates

• Took from 2002-2009 to be implemented
• Delayed as long as possible by the bureaucracy



COOL A C i P liCOOL - A Curious Policy

• Curious - because it may well hurt those who 
were its major proponents

• Curious - because it became law despite both 
public and private scrutiny that condemned it
⇒Private sector - retailers, packers, commodity groups
⇒Public Sector - USDA, FSIS, GAO, Glickman

C i b h i h i• Curious - because those in whose name it was put 
in place, consumers, have little or no interest in it
C i b th US h d tl b• Curious - because the US had recently been on 
record opposing it in US export markets



COOL - Not in US Exports Markets! –
20012001

• Korea has stepped back from a new country-of-
i i l b lli l f h U S ffi i lorigin labelling rule for meat that U.S. officials 

argued would have completely choked off U.S. 
beef and pork exports to Korea.beef and pork exports to Korea.

• Korea last month agreed to delay implementation 
of the rule by one year, after Secretary of 
Agriculture Dan Glickman and Deputy U.S. Trade 
Representative Richard Fisher told Korean 
officials that the U S could not implement the ruleofficials that the U.S. could not implement the rule 
as written and so could not export beef and pork to 
Korea, which is the third largest market for U.S. 
b fbeef exports.



COOL - Not in US Exports Markets! -COOL - Not in US Exports Markets! -
2001

• In a meeting with Korean Ambassador Yang Sung Chui, 
Fisher hinted that the move by Korea could provoke a 
challenge in the World Trade Organisation, alleging thatchallenge in the World Trade Organisation, alleging that 
the rule was inconsistent with the Agreement on Rules of 
Origin …

• The Korean rule would have introduced mandatory• The Korean rule would have introduced mandatory 
country-of-origin labeling for foreign beef and pork, and 
defined country-of-origin as the country where the live 
animal resided for six months prior to slaughter in the caseanimal resided for six months prior to slaughter in the case 
of cows, and for two months prior to slaughter in the case 
of hogs. The concern from the US meat industry was that 
there was currently no system for tracking passage of beefthere was currently no system for tracking passage of beef 
and pork from feedlot to slaughterhouse and through the 
packing process. Inside US Trade, Jan 25, 2001



COOL - A Curious Policy

• Curious - because it applies to products sold in 
supermarkets but not restaurants

b i li l d• Curious - because it applies to muscle cuts and 
ground beef but not processed foods

• Curious because it is likely to impose more• Curious - because it is likely to impose more 
costs on US supply chains than it does on foreign 
supply chains

• Curious - because no one saw a commercial 
advantage in the voluntary stage.



Country of Origin Labelling

• Do consumers value country of origin labelling?
• Intrinsically valued for ethnocentric reasons?y
• Or as a quality signal?
• Or as a food safety signal?y g
• Previous consumer research is mixed on the purpose 

and potential value of COOL for consumersp
• Widely cited (by COOL advocates) Loureiro and 

Umberger (2003) – 38-50% premium for US beef. It is 
not credible, would have been done by the private 
sector without COOL



The Effect of  COOL on North 
American Supply Chains

• Transaction cost theory suggests that 
through competition the mostthrough competition the most 
efficient supply chains will survive

h l ff f COO ill b• The real effect of COOL will be to 
alter the relative efficiency of the 
ways of organizing North American 
supply chains for beef and porksupp y c s o bee d po
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North American Supply Chains in the Long 
Run
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North American Supply Chains in the LongNorth American Supply Chains in the Long 
Run

• Mixed country of origin supply chains will decline 
or disappear

• A higher cost ‘US Origin’ supply chain will 
emerge

• Lower cost ‘Product of Canada’ supply chains will 
expand

• A new unlabelled segregated mixed country of 
origin supply chain may emerge for HRI market

• Canadian/Mexican offshore market shares will 
expand at the expense of the US  



North American Supply Chains in the LongNorth American Supply Chains in the Long 
Run

• COOL is having a very adverse impact 
on Canada’s ability to market livestockon Canada s ability to market livestock 
in the United States limiting:

h b f l d d hthe number of plants and days those 
plants will accept Canadian cattle 
and hogs 
The number of feeders that will buyThe number of feeders that will buy 
feeder cattle and pigs.





COOL and Trade Law

• Can COOL be challenged by Canada at the 
WTO? – yes?y

• But – can we win?
• No precedents until now has not been• No precedents – until now has not been 

controversial
Th i WTO i i A i l IX• The appropriate WTO section is Article IX 
– Marks of Origin

• From the original 1947 text - unchanged 



COOL and Trade Law
• The GATT 1947 was written for a different time
• 23 countries negotiated the GATT – 10 countries g

had ratified when it came into force in 1947
• Diplomats were largely drawn from the 

aristocratic class
• The diplomats that negotiated it disliked lawyers 

and did not want to create a legal system
• No binding disputes system
• GATT perceived as a club 



COOL and Trade Law
“When the GATT organization was first 
started . . . it was felt that the GATT was a 
club inhabited by diplomats of impeccable 
reputation who would ensure that its 
affairs would be conducted with all seemly 
propriety. Should any unhappy differences 
arise they would be settled privately 
according to the feeling of the general 
consensus.”

Journal of World Trade Law (Editorial) 15 (6) 1981, p. 489.



COOL and Trade Law
• Article IX (2): The contracting parties recognize 

that, in adopting and enforcing laws and 
regulations relating to marks of origin, the 
difficulties and inconveniences which such 
meas res ma ca se to the commerce and ind strmeasures may cause to the commerce and industry 
of exporting countries should be reduced to a 
minimum due regard being had to the necessityminimum, due regard being had to the necessity 
of protecting consumers against fraudulent or 
misleading indications. [Emphasis added]



COOL and Trade Law
• The real intent of Article IX was to protect 

consumers from fraud
A label that indicated a product from India 
came from France
Made in USA – Usa is a town in Japan 

• “difficulties and inconveniences … should be 
reduced to a minimum” – obvious to non-
lawyers that COOL does not meet the criteria

• Lawyers?? – what are the legal interpretations of 
difficulties, inconveniences and minimum?



COOL and Trade Law

Article IX (4) states that COOL 
labelling is allowed “so long as thelabelling is allowed so long as the 
marking requirement does not 
seriously damage the imported 
products, materially reduce their value, 
or unreasonably increase their cost.” 
[Emphasis added ][Emphasis added ]



COOL - WTO Challenge

• seriously damage the imported product –
not applicablepp

• materially reduce their value – obvious to 
non-lawyers that COOL does not meet thenon lawyers that COOL does not meet the 
criteria

• unreasonably increase their cost obvious• unreasonably increase their cost - obvious 
to non-lawyers that COOL does not meet 
the criteriathe criteria



Estimated Costs of COOL
Van Sickle et al. (2003)

- record keeping at the producer level not required. p g p q
Costs to the rest of the supply chain between $69.9 
and $193.4 million

Sparks Co. (2003)
- estimated the total cost (implementation and 
record keeping) to be between $3.6 and $5.6 
billion

$Hayes and Myers (2003) - $1 Billion (based on EU). 



Estimated Costs of COOL
G i d Kh l (2003)• Grier and Khol (2003)
- Predicted $4 billion loss in economic activity for US 

pork industrypork industry

• Brewster et al. (2004)
- Prices must increase from 4% to 4.5% for producers to % % p

be indifferent

• Rude et al. (2006)
- US producers and consumers worse off
- US pork prices up 4%
- Canadian processors and consumers better offCanadian  processors and consumers better off
- Canadian hog prices down 13%
- ROW exports up 65%



COOL - WTO Challenge

• materially reduce their value – what is the 
legal interpretation of materially?g p y

• unreasonably increase their cost – what is 
the legal interpretation of unreasonably?the legal interpretation of unreasonably?

• No precedents
C i l h ll b d h• Certainly a challenge can be mounted at the 
WTO but whether Canada can win …



COOL - NAFTA Challenge

• NAFTA Annex 311 (4) states: “Each Party 
shall, in adopting, maintaining and applying any 
measure relating to country of origin marking, 
minimize the difficulties, costs and 
i i h h hinconveniences that the measure may cause to the 
commerce and industries of the other Parties.”

i i i diffi l i i i• minimize, difficulties, inconvenience -
there is no precedent to go by



CONCLUSIONS
• COOL is a protectionist policy
• Marks of Origin have not been a contentious issue 

There are no precedents– There are no precedents
– Nothing has changed since 1947

• Thus, the crux of a challenge at the WTO depends on how 
th WTO P l i t t th k hthe WTO Panel interprets the key phrases:
– Materially reduce
– Unreasonably increase
– Difficulties
– Inconveniences
– Minimum

• Despite the uncertainty of outcome, a challenge should be 
made



Thank YoThank You

The laws concerning corn may everywhere be 
compared to the laws concerning religion. The people 
feel themselves so much interested in what relatesfeel themselves so much interested in what relates 
either to their subsistence in this life, or to their 
happiness in a life to come, that government must yield 
to their prejudices, and, in order to preserve the public 
tranquillity, establish that system which they approve 
of. It is upon this account, perhaps, that we so seldom p , p p ,
find a reasonable system established with regard to 
either of those two capital objects [emphasis added]

A S i 1 6Adam Smith, 1776


